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ABSTRACT: Recommender Systems are nowadays utilized by the ecommerce websites and it is capable of 

understanding the user choices, preferences given by the users, also mutual likings of the users. Since the users are 

having the complex choices, the recommendation system provides suggestions of the products using the traditional 

algorithms for recommendation system such as Popularity based recommendation system Collaborative 

recommendation system, Content-based recommendation system, and Demographic-based recommendation system, 

Utility-based recommendation system, Knowledge-based recommendation system. These traditional algorithms 

have some flaws and doesn’t give the perfect recommendations to the users. In this work we are proposing a hybrid 

book recommendation engine which will combine the Popularity Model, Collaborative Filtering and Content based 

algorithm which will be utilized for giving the recommendation of the books to the users also intends to solve the 

cold start problem. Since the pure collaborative and content based recommendations are not sufficient hence the 

hybrid approach is adopted for increasing the efficiency of the book suggestions to the user. 

KEYWORDS: Recommender System, Hybrid Book Recommendation Engine, Collaborative filtering, content 

based recommendations, popularity model. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Recommendation systems are the best for the users which spends time on the ecommerce websites, the 

recommendations system suggest the products to the users and it also keep tracks of their likings of the product, 

these can be utilized later for giving the similar kind of product recommendations. There are many types of the book 

readers on the internet, some likes the same genre books, some reads all types of books, hence there is need for the 

recommendation system which can be able to handle the several types of users, there product choice and relation 

between the product and the books. One of the approach is content based or cognitive filtering.Inthis technique it 

requires some detail about the items such as genre and it considers the item’s content and the profile of the user and 

makes the comparison of user profile and content of item. Certain terms or descriptors represents the content of the 

item and profile of user can be represented with the similar terms and made by doing analysis of content of items 

seen by the user. This gives recommendation very much relevant to the user also it avoids the cold start problem for 

the user. There is no need of users to do interaction with products before the recommendation starts. Another 

approach is popularity based recommendation system. In this approach the user will get recommendation of the 

trending product, if there is one product which is purchased by every new user then it will be recommended to the 

user who is just new to the website. Collaborative is also previously used for recommendation systems which is also 

known as social filtering do the prediction of the products which are preferred by the users by analyzing the past 

relationship of the group of users who has the similar choices and preference of the products. 

In Content based filtering the algorithm is not able to predict various products which user didn’t liked ,content 
based filtering eliminates the issue of cold start, it is a problem which comes in personalized suggestions, also there is 
need of  history give product  suggestions , it is very complex if  the history is very less for giving  recommendation, 
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also it leads to Data sparsity problems and it suggests  items with ease for those users who has uncommon taste of 
products. 

In Collaborative filtering algorithm new users faces cold start problem with sparse ratings issue. It becomes very 
complex to suggest products to users which uniquely selects items. This issue can be eliminated by decreasing the 
dimensions using singular value decomposition (SVD) by getting the similar users and products in item-user cluster. 

1.2 Data Description 

Dataset utilized for our work is goodbooks-10k. It consists 6 million ratings for 10,000popular books. Datasetdoesn’t 
have tags of genre for every book. As content based filtering requires the genre of book, which is very important and 
hence I have done manual tagging ofthe first thousand books. 

Some of the genres of the book dataset are:'Comedy', ‘Young-Adult Fiction’, 'Kids', 'Fantasy','History', 
'Thriller','Poetry','Domestic Fiction’, 'Biography', 'Fantasy'. 

The Columns which are considered for the work are as shown in table 1.2 

Column Name Content 

book_id Unique Id for 
books. 

title Book Title 

authors Book author 
names 

ratings Book Ratings 

genres Genre of the book 

tags Book tags 

Table: 1.2 Considered Attributes of dataset 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

The aim of most of the recommendation system is to predict user’s likings and interest and suggest books 

accordingly. The below table 2.1 provides the researches about the book recommendation systems. 

Reference Technology Analysis Of Research Gap 

[1] 
User based collaborative filtering, association rule 

mining. 

This RecSys has Cold Start Problem as 

well as recommendation is more focused 

towards user budget and familiar 

publishers. 

[2] 
Combination of Content based filtering, collaborative 

filtering and association rule mining. 

This RecSys considers more parameters 

but the recommendations are not 

accurate. 

[3] Recommendations using opinion mining 

Obtained top 10 specific topic Books by 

sorting them according to maximum 

scores which are normalized scores in 
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descending order, thus the proposed 

model is time consuming with extra 

workload. 

[4] Content based and collaborative filtering 

For Recommendation in this work 

combination used for improving 

predictions but the difference between 

performance of pure content-

collaborative based algorithm and 

proposed system is 4% only. 

[5] 
Collaborative based filtering, content based filtering , 

key word filtering 

Recommends the books based on the 

buyer’sinterest, hence the web based 

model’s accuracy is less. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

In this proposed work, hybrid book recommender engine is implemented on the goodbooks-10k dataset, we have 

considered the book-id, authors, titles, genres, user-id, rating attributes of the dataset. Since the data which is 

available cannot be used directly, hence performed some preprocessing operations on the dataset and filtering out 

only the useful information from the dataset attributes. The proposed model requires the average ratings of the 

books, so average ratings for the book-id’s is calculated also the rating counts are obtained for the further 

implementation of the hybrid model. Further, we have decided to utilize 80% data for training purpose and 20% data 

for testing purpose. 

The proposed model is visualized in the Figure 3.1, as the data is obtained and preprocessed then it is passed to the 

traditional algorithms of recommendation system. 
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Figure 3.1: Hybrid Book Recommendation System. 

Since recommendation is kept user dependent, Popular Model utilized to provide recommendation of those books 

which are popular among new users, hence we have done sorting as per the average of user ratings for any kind of 

particular book. This model suggest the top 25 books of multiple genres to new user and new user has to rate some 

of the books initially to get new recommendations hence the cold start problem is solved. Cold start problem occurs 

when recommendation engine gain a new user for the first time, due to no user history about user, the RecSys 

doesn’t recognize the personal choices of the user. Also this helps the user to have choice from variety of genres in 

the beginning. Now for every book we have to calculate the weighted rating from rating matrix, rating count and 

ratings, hence to calculate the weighted rating I have considered the IMDB’S weighted rating formula 

mathematically represented as below: 

[WR = (v/(v+m)*R)+(M/(v+m)*c) ] 

Where, 

V is denoted as number of votes for the book. 

M is denoted as minimum voted required to be the book in top charts. 

R is denoted as average rating of book. 

C is denoted as mean vote of book. 
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Since, in thisproposed work new user has to rate some books initially, Content based filtering works with the data 

which is given by the user and by considering that data it do processing and give recommendations also along with 

the Content based filtering we are utilizingCosine similarity to calculate the quantity (numeric) which shows the 

similarity between the two books. Countvectorizer is used in this algorithm for converting textual data into vectors 

and these vectors can be used for calculations of matrix. The predictions can be mathematically represented as 

follows: 

 

 

Since the content based filtering algorithm is able to giving suggestions of books which are certainly close to 

particular book.so content based filtering cannot considers the choice of user which are of different genres. So 

collaborative filtering uses the similar users like the user, according to the choices and likings of them we can 

predict how much I like a certain book and implementing this for calculating the user similarity according to the 

books and ratings. Singular value decomposition is utilized for making calculation of subsequent matrix in a simpler 

way and reduces the Root mean square error. Also we have used the stochastic Gradient descent instead of Gradient 

descent only because it is comparatively slow for identifying the values of co-efficient of a particular function and 

reduce the RMSE.Since some flaws are there in these traditional algorithms a hybrid recommendation engine is 

proposed which gives the better recommendation than the pure content, collaborative and popular based filtering. 

The Hybrid model can be mathematically represented as: 

Shybrid = (1-2α) * Spopularity + α*Scollaborative+ α*Scontent 

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS AND RESULTS 

 

The proposed model gives the recommendation to the new user as well as existing user, the user has given option to 

choose whether he is existing user or new user as shown in figure 4.1. 

Figure 4.1: Type of Recommendation 
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The snapshots of the recommendation for new user is as follows: 

 

Figure 4.2: Book Ratings given by user 

In Figure 4.2, More 10 books are shown to user and instructed user to rate 5 books from above listed books. Once 

user rated 5 books then recommendation is given to user as shown in figure 4.3. 

 

Figure 4.3: Book Recommendation to new users 

For existing user recommendation the user has to give his user id to the model then the model will evaluate ratings 

of books from dataset that user has rated as shown in figure 4.4 and based on those ratings and book id the 

recommendation is given as shown in figure 4.5. Snapshots of recommendation for existing user is as follows: 
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Figure 4.4: Evaluation of user ratings of books 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Book Recommendation for existing user 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

In this work, we have implemented Hybrid recommender system by combining the traditional popular model, 

content based and collaborative filtering algorithm. These algorithms gives better recommendations if we combine 

them, the hybrid book recommendation system can be utilized in various ecommerce websites or for more accurate 

results the parameters such as language short descriptions can be considered and this model can also be combined 

with deep learning models.We have obtained RMSE of hybrid 0.6960 which is better than the pure content or 
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collaborative filtering.Also Stochastic Gradient Descent can be used for learning weights of content based, 

collaborative and popular ratings. 
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